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Get the second three volumes (Scourge of Souls, The Forsaken God and Chaos Rising) of the

bestselling Epic Fantasy series at a Discount. Over 1,700 Pages of Epic Fantasy

Goodness. Continue the epic LitRPG series begun in Barrow King.WARNING: Welcome to

your new favorite genre.LitRPG/GameLit is genre that incorporates gaming elements from

tabletop roleplaying games like Dungeons and Dragons and Pathfinder with epic RPG video

games like The Elder Scrolls: Skyrim and MMO’s like World of Warcraft and sets them in a

fantasy or science fiction setting. It generally has leveling, stat tables, character sheets and skill

progressions. If you’re new to LitRPG or GameLit, then The Realms is the perfect place to

start. Prepare to lose sleep. You have been warned.Scourge of SoulsGryph would give his life

for his sister but saving her could cost him his soul.Gryph entered the Realms with one

mission, to save his sister Brynn. He didn’t want friends. He didn’t want responsibilities. He

didn’t want to care. But even the best-laid plans go awry, and after escaping a sentient

dungeon and defeating a would-be world conqueror, Gryph is no closer to finding Brynn.Then,

while mourning the tragic death of a friend and grappling with the burdens of leadership, an

ally, thought long dead, returns offering the slimmest of hopes. This hope takes Gryph and his

friends on a journey through strange lands where they must outwit a mystical crime syndicate,

evade an infallible bounty hunter and face-off against Brynn herself, now a goddess with no

memory of her true self.Gryph must triumph over them all. If he fails, both he and his sister will

not only lose their lives, they will lose their souls.The Forsaken God“We could end this war

before it begins.”Gryph thought freeing his sister Brynn from the shackles of the High God

would be the end of his mission.Only to learn it was just the beginning.Tasked with building an

army for the Resistance, Gryph quickly realizes it will never be enough to curb the High God’s

despotic quest to control the Realms.Victory seems hopeless.But then a long-buried secret

resurfaces, and a desperate plan is hatched.The survival of the Realms is in Gryph’s hands. If

he fails, billions of souls will suffer a fate worse than death. Can Gryph uncover the mysteries

of his past in time to save the Realms, or will his actions hand victory to the High God?The

Forsaken God continues the #1 Bestselling epic LitRPG saga that began in Barrow King. The

Realms will never be the same.Chaos RisingEven the gods fear the rise of chaos. WAR IS

COMING TO THE REALMS, and only Gryph and the power of his Godhead can prevent the

apocalypse. With his loyal NPC Lex at his side, Gryph races to rescue a spy with information

critical to the survival of his people. A spy who happens to be Gryph’s younger sister.But when

an unknown foe rips Gryph from the Realms, Lex must lead a rag-tag bunch of companions to

find the one man who can get Gryph back.Their quest has barely begun, when Lex discovers

that the Princes of Chaos have turned their malevolent eyes on the Mortal Realms. And where

their gaze falls, destruction follows.Can Lex and his allies prevent an extra-dimensional

invasion in time to save Gryph? Or will chaos rise?The Realms - An Epic LitRPG/GameLit

Fantasy Series. Suggested Reading OrderBarrow KingThe Lost CityKilling Time Dead Must

Die (A Side Quest)Scourge of SoulsThe Forsaken GodChaos RisingThe Ravaged Land

(Coming Soon)<
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Rieryn, “Power has its own cycles that even gods cannot escape, but each must grow their

power. Did not see that coming, or that, that or that.Lex’s snark hides a lot, or is it a little as he

rarely seems to have the right answer. Could you imagine if he was leading the team?I’m the

epic battle between chaos and order, the Order Towers are the Great Wall holding back the

princes of chaos. If only one had not disappeared 5000 years ago.Another epic arc in Gryph

and Lex’s story comes to a close leaving even greater challenges. Much good has come of

their coming to the realms, but it isn’t all good, especially not for the poor folks of Harlan’s

Tower. It just draws trouble for some reason that will become clear.Quite a few interesting

characters join the party at different times and add their own flavor but they all enjoy picking on

Lex. If only anyone knew how important Lex truly is… and if anything will become of the snarky

hapless NPC.I really enjoyed this series and am looking forward to the next chapter when

Gryph returns as a god reborn?”

Will, “The Story Gets Deeper. What started as a rescue mission to another world grows into so

much more in this second Boxed set of Books 4 - 6. It wouldn't be possible to summarize their

events and do them justice here, but potential readers should know they are going to get their

money's worth. The fantastical story set down in the first three books continues and the plot

deepens as Gryph who is still coming to terms with his growing abilities as a young and

rebellious god must gather his allies and attempt to save his sister from the clutches of the evil



god Morrigan/Aluran. On the way, Gryph will delve deeper into his past discovering incredible

secrets not only about himself, but both his enemies and allies. With Gryph, readers will learn

more about The Realms, the Source, the Old Gods, and the terrible plans Morrigan has been

setting in motion. While there are some unfortunate cliff hangers in the later books, the long

awaited Book 7: The Ravaged Lands will be released soon and will hopefully bring new

answers to lingering questions.By far this is one of the best if not the best Fantasy stories I've

read in the last few years. The LitRPG elements are not as intrusive as they often are in some

series, and instead they help simplify some of the more complex concepts presented in the

story, making it very enjoyable to read regardless of your interest in the LitRPG genre. The

author continues to do a good job of explaining some of the normal inconsistencies that occur

in these types of books as well and making them fit realistically in a living world.The bottom

line is that these books do not disappoint, especially for those looking for a grittier more

believable adventure story.(The only serious complaint I can add is that this Boxed set contains

some grammatical and formatting errors not present in the individual books, likely this is just a

side effect of putting three large books into one file and will be corrected digitally at some

point.)”

Ibrahim, “Great book , the action starts really from book 4. The minute you start reading or

listening (Audible) Book 4 , you won’t be able to let go of it before it is complete! Then , book 5

will get to a totally different level ... you gotta get into it and see what Griff, Lex and the rest of

the team got for you ”

The book by C.M. Carney has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 31 people have provided feedback.
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